
Melting in Their Hands

It's like being lost in a massive automated telemarketer's grasp, unable to hang up the phone for fear of 
offending an entity that in actuality isn't human. Horrific titans mill about the deepest oceans of 
awkwardness, groaning horribly and droning their terrifying calls across the world. They redraw maps 
with their movements. 

I'll speak now of the ones that live with their heads just below the surface. The ones that are thousands 
of feet tall, drinking in the seawater and outsizing all creatures in the depths. The stony, phone-faced 
giants. Buzzing with inactive calls and dead lines. They sleep in the Mariana Trench and go on holiday 
to the Chilean Subduction Zone, to see the cores of the Earth and swim in the mantle.. 

The giants have smaller cousins living in in the mid oceanic ridges. Less successful monopolizers of 
standoffishness and scoring par on the bars of standards set by the titanic beasts standing on the ocean 
floors. 

Who dials the numbers, who fires the keys in the telephone?  No one knows. 

They'll call you when you're driving, or when you're trying to sleep. You may be trying to do 
homework or exhausted after a long, long day. They're cyborgs the way the speak, with a mix of 
procedure and spontaneous thoughts to cover up the farce of their meaning. 

They offer airline tickets, updated quotes on your car insurance, and the almost irresistible temptation 
of free stays at hotels. 

It's a trap.

Once they have you tangled in the line, the depths of giants rise to the continents. They have you in 
their grasp, mixed up in the wires with your whereabouts well known and shared amongst them. 
Everything you say or do can and will be used against you. Poor soul. 

They will drown you. They will pop your body with water pressure so great on their floor. Your liquid 
assets will drain into the sea of those that successfully rear their might. Your unliquid assets will be 
liquefied and become one with the rest of those siezed.

You're gone.

The giants have succeeded. You are the one percent who believed the seemingly great giants of the sea. 
All their promises, their kind words, the compliments. They gripped you tight in their behemoth fists 
and rose you far above the water. 

You were liquefied. 
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